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Instructor's Gilide

ADVERTISING AND FREE SPEECH

Business Issues in the Classroom (BIC) introduces students to exciting,

difficult, and complex decisions that face the business 'community today. Case
studies and activities help students understand the setting in which American

compinies -must function. This business environment includes many groups with
conflicting Interests: stockholders, consumers, employees, special interest groups,
business competitors and creditors, and government. These groups affect
business and, in turn, are affected by business decisions. Each BIC lesson plan
foCuses on a specific issue which highlights a particular relationship in the

business decision-making environment.
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THE BUSINESS DECISION-MAKING ENVIRONMENT`

In this unit students will study a relatively new type of buflness

advertising, "issue ads." This non-product advertising allows_ a corporation or

bUsiness organization to express its viewpoint directly to the public. Examples
of issue ads inclyded in the student materials speak out on the subjects of

, 4

gover;Ment regulation, energy, and inflation. Business people do not agree on
the use of this type. of advertising. Students will examine the arguments for
and against this type of corporate free speech and conduct their own research

study of its impact.
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ISSUE ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS

Activities include. an examination of several examples of issue ads, four
business vi,?.Npoints on this type of adveLisiag, a legal case on corporate free.
speech, and a research projc.t. The unit assumes that students 9 nderstand the
mea ning of a corporation and a stockholder. The content of an issue ad is

difficult in that it presents one side of a complex issue. If students are just
beginning thr..ir study of business, you may wish to use this lesson at a later
date.

OBJECTIVES

Students will be able to:
1. identify issue ads as distinct from product advertising.

.2. state their own viewpoint on this type of advertising.

TIME FRAME

5.or more class periods

CLASSROOM APPLICATIONS
1'

Day 1 Reading and Discussions Introduce the unit by reading together the

introduction on p. 1 and the issues ads, p. 2-4. After students have
examined an ad, discuss its meaning by reviewing the definitions of key
terms and asking students to rephrase the argument in their own words.
Once they understand the ad, ask them to hypothesize about reasons for
business placing the ad. Ask the students to imagine arguments that
could be made contrary to the position taken in the ad.

-2-
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Instructor's Guide Advertising and Free speech

Day 2 Small. Group Discussion: Divide the class into small groups and refer

them to "Five Viewpoints," p. 5-7. Ask each group to answer the

questions that follow each of the four. viewpoints, and to discuss theirli-
viewi on issue advertising. After 20 minutes, review the groups'

answers. In the :remaining class time or for. homework, haVe each

student write Viewpoint #5: his or her own arguments for or against

this type of advertising.

Day 3 Reading and Discussion: Refel- students to the case .study, Corporate--
Free Speech, p. 8-9. Have the students read the Case and the write a

short essay giving their decision on whether or * not corporations sHould

be allowed to advertise their.opOstition to the proposed inoorne tax.

Day 4 Discussion: Discuss students' decisions on the Massachusetts. corporate

free speech case,. usfrig the- discussion questions -that ,follow the case.

Give the court's decision as provided in the Background Information

section on p: 5 of the Initructor's Guide.

Follow-up activities: If time permits, have students c'onsduct. their -own survey on

the amount of issue advertising being done by busines and its impact. on

people. On p. 10 of the student materials is a two-pa rt research project. `the

first task is to Collect examples of issue ads from the print. media and

television. Then students are to-construct a survey form to measure awareness

of ihese ads and people's reactions to them. Once the form has been designed,

divide students into pairs to give the survey in other classes. With their data,
they should be able to answer 2 questions:

. Do people remember the ads and do they know the riame9of the" business

sponsoring the ad?

2. Do people react positively to thd ads? Are they convincing?
3. Students may wish to examine a articular theme, such as Mobil's issue

advertising during the gasoline shortage and long gas lines a few years

ago. Were these ads accurate? Did the predictions made in the ads turn
4

out to be correct?

-3- 5
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USING A RESOURCE PERSON IN THE CLASSROOM

TheBusiness Issuet in the Classroom program (BIC) has a, talented_ garoup of

business professionals who are prepared to teach one day of this unit. At least
two weeks in advance, call the Constitutional Rights Foundation at (213)

473-5091 and ask the BIC Placement Coordinator to arrange a classroom visit.

The business resource person could participate in the following ways:
Day 1: lead a discussion of the examples of issue ads
Day 2:' .lead a discussion of Five. Viewpoints after the Mall groups

have- had their discussions

Follow Ups. react to the results of the student survey on issue advertising
e

-4-
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Advertising and Free Speech

BACkgROUNI5 INFORMATION

Supreme Court Decision: Corporate Free Speech

First National Bank of Boston v. Bellotti
98 S. Ct. 1407 (1978)

The Supreme Court majority found no bp:bis in the Constitution to limit this

kind of corporate -speech. The expression of views on an issue. of public

importance, in this case the Massachusetts income tax referendum, was exactly

the type of expression the First Amendment was designed to protect. The

Court found no evidence that this type of corporate expression prevented

individuals from being actively involved in the voting process or that it

undermined confidence in government.

Four of the justices dissented: White, Brennan, Marshall, and Rehnquist.

Justice White. drew a distinction between %individual self-expression and

corpOrate speech, and argued that corporate speech is entitled to less First

Amendment protection ,than individual, expression. Individuals in a corporation

would still be free to communicate their thoughts, even if speech, that is not

directly connected. with the purpose of the'corporation were not protected at
.

all. In another dissent, Justice Rehnquist said' that since a corporation 4 an
artificial being, created by the state legislature; it, doesn't autottiaticilly, share

the same libertiei as natural persons. He suggested that .the Constitution .only
- ,

guarantees as much free. speech as is necessary for
,

the-Corporation to -arty on

with its Another problem mentioned in the dissent is the use of
shareholder money to express corporate ideas with which the shareholder does

not agree. The state would seem justified in protecting its citizens, from being,

forced to choose between supporting the publication of views ,with which they
. -

disagree or else passing up.the investment opportunity. The dissent would haye

upheld the Massachusetts law.

..0
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Student Materials ti

ADVERTISING AND FREE SPEECH

4,

Some corporations advertise more than their products. They take out ads to

INTRODUCTION

sponsor political canlidates, to speak out on public. issues, Nor to support a
cause. On the next few.. pages, you will find ads that present business'
viewpo:nts on government egulation, inflation, and energy.

This type -of advertising is call "advocacy" or "issue advertising."
Corporations speak out on a variety of issues that are important to `business
and society. Mobil 0il Corporation developed the "op ed" ad, a Avykly
advertisement opposite the editorial page of a newspaper. An example of an op
ed advertisement is the Mobil ad, "On the .deith of cheap energy." It costs:
Mobil $1 million a year to 'print these ads.

Should Companies use issue advertising to communicate .their views to the
. public? Read the ads on p. 2. Do you think they are effecti4e?- Are you,
persuaded by the arguments?

Corporatio..s have a right to free speech. The corporate type of business
organization is a legal person in theeyei of the law, and it has some of- the
same Constitutional rights that we do. Free discus4en of public issues is a
strong 'belief' our society, but until recently, corporations did not take out

.
ads to speak ,oUt on current issues. Some people. think this corporate free
speech is a dangerous thing. They are concerned that ,the 'wealth and power of
the corporations will drown out the voiCes of indviclualf in public debates. 'In
this unit we will explore the. argutients fOr and *Against ,en active business
voice in current issues'.

Activities it the unit include
I. INTRODUCTION AND ISSUES ADVERTISEMENTS

2. ACTIVITY: Five Viewpoints
3. CASE STUDY: Corporate Free Speech
4. RESEARCH PROJECT

I.
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ISSUE ADVERTISEMENTS,
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Student Materials Advertising and Free Speech
ISSUES ADVERTISEMENTS

CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

HOW TO SLOW
THE' RATE OF INFLATION

A VOLUNTARY PROGRAM WILL WORK, IF EVERYONE VOLUNTEERS.

General Motors has prom.
ised President Carter. to keep
within the wage/price stan-
dards' he has set, for large cor-
porations. And 'we will keep
that promise. Because it is the
wish of the President, and be-
cause we believe' he has -em-
barked upon a zeomprehensive
program that can -succeed,
given time and consistent dedi-
cation.

Everyone must help. Presi-
dent/Carter has promised to re-
4uce government spending, to
reduce federal deficits, and to
reduce government regulation.
He is lespening the inflationary,
pressures of government on the
economy. The budget he has

-4 submitted for fiscal 1980 is pru-
dent. It will make a difference.

. Obviously, the rate.of
tion during recent months is
still distressingly high. The
need for everyone to follow the
President's standards is more

than ever.
e have *Fitton- to our

ppllers, informing them of

k
and asking

. them all to e the lame
commitment. e have also'
urge,d.tlyp chief exegutive of-

.
4 -

s. .

ficers of the top 500 U.S. cor-
porations to send similar letters
to their suppliers. In advertis-
ing, we are advising our cus-

, tomers to shop carefully, to get
the most value for their dollar.

Inflation hurts evenione:
rich and poor, big business
and small, wage earners and,
most dramatically, retirees
and ether people living on
Sled incomes. The real value
of everyone's income declines at
exactly the same rate, whether
it's the paychecks of our em-

- ployees or the dividends we pay
to stockholders 0r the checks
received by people on pensions
or social security. No one is

TheThe President has asked
that wasteful repletion be
eliminated and that the disci-
pline of cost/benefit analysis be
applied to all goVernment regu-
lation. Now, business, must fol-
low his lead, and not only major
corporations, bin all business.

Labor leaders, confident
that business will follow the
standards, can then ask under-
standing and flexibility in de-
mands from' union- members.
Consumers; too, can make a

'difference, buyintprefully,
shopping for the best values.
using their market "powef to I
keep down the prices of. every-
thing; fronl commoditiegtvars.

The Joint Econotnip .Com.
mittee o4Congrestinas etif

^ 3

dorsed the voluntary program
and called for incentives to in-
crease investment and produc-
tivitf. The consensus of this
bipartisan group was that man-
datory price and wage controls
must be avoided. Experience
proves such controls discourage
investment, create shortages,
and slow economic 'growth.
Moreover, when such 'controls
are removed, inflation returns
at a more rapid pace than ever.

The inflation problem can
be solved, but it will require
perseverance, restraint,.consist-
ency, and the understanding of
all concerned that Small sacri-
fices now will spare us from
severe sacrifices in the future.
President Carter has set the
course. We have only to follow
his le: d.

TRH adtartisentent it part ofour
continuing, effort to gtve custom-
ers useful information about
their on and trucks and the
company that builds then

General Motors
People building transportation

to serve people

Reprinted by permiskion

-0
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ISSUES ADVERTISEMENTS

On the death of cheap energy
Cheap labor is gone. So is cheap housinb.'
Cheap land is vanishing fast, and chaa0 edu-
catipn is a nostalgic memory. Cheap Medical
and'hospital care passed on some time ago.
In each of these cases, there was widespread
public consternation at their demise. And now
time has caught up with cheap energy, and
the bell tolls both the funeral and the attendant
public outrage. .

To some extent, we and *Mini other oil
companies must plead guilty to the accusa-
tion that we made energy too cheap for too
long. We weren't alone, of course. On natural
gas, for instance, the government maintained
a policy on pricing that ignored the true worth
and replacement cost, intentionally keeping It
so cheap that conservation was foolish, capi6
tal investment was discouraged, and supplies
of natural gas grew perilously OM And, in the
meantime, we were searching everywhere for
more energy. Whenever we found it, we mar-
keted it at the lowest feasible cost.

Even when the prices of almost every
other product were climbing steadily, energy
prices stayed lowa little upward bump now
and then, cushioned by.long periods of stabil-
ity. In economic terms, measured by the work
a given unit of energy could accomplish, en-
ergy costs were a freak, an anomaly. Even
today, government controls keep the cost of
energy in the U.S. a barglin in comparison to
Its cost in most other countries. -

Cheap energy was Instrumental An creat-
ing a civilisationthe one we' now enjoy.
Some say it made too much civilization, in too.
many places, on too many pristine shores
and tranquil plains. These are the people who
criticize Mobil; and companies like us, for
having foUnd and delivered sit this cheap
energy to America.

They do not care for the way America had
used its cheap energy, and many agree with
the view endorsed by Amory Lovins in Non-
nuclear Futures that "even if we had an unlim-

d energy source, we would laCk the disci-
ohne to use it wisely:' Solar energy appeals to
them,'not so much as a technological solu-
tion, but because, as Lovins writes in the same
book, "...it limits the amount of mischief we .

can get into:'
It is as though Americans had proved --

themselves a gaggle of unruly children. We do
not agree. Is the. huge interconnected.power '
grid that reaches out to every state in the con-
tinental U.S. some sort of, blunder? Were we
silly to build the great net of highways that
made us a mote unified people? Is the Indus-
trial might of this nation a gross mistake, one
wishould have passed by for the simpler,
agricultural existence of the 19th century?
Were our farmers deluded in using energy
as the base for the most ifficient and pro-
ductive agricultural enterprise on earth? Of
course not.

We think the results of the U:S. energy ,

bOom are a magnificent tribute to American
enterprise Ertl ingenuity, the envy of all the
world. And, if wk. had our. druthers, we think
America, and,every other .country, would

. make good use of More cheap enema\ But at the moment there kin't at* And
there is not likely to be any for quite some time
to come. If there's any around, we hope tabs
the first to find-lt or develop and dellvet it.

Untithen, all we can-do about cheap
energy is join you in mourning the great
times we had with it, and in 'wishing it had
lasted forever.

Like fifteen -cult movies and $5b0
roadsters. .

Mobifr .

This ad appeared. in.7h lbw Tar", .iriaai of October 4. 1979.'
Peprip itadby Poradssan. .,..



Student= Materials Advertising and Free Speech
ACTIVITY

FIVE VIEWPOINTS

Read each of the viewpoints on issue advertising and answer the questions
that follow. Then decide .what you think about this issue. Are any of the
viewpoints similar to yours?

Viewpoint #1

National opinion polls show that 'companies that use issue advertising have
high visibility with the public. People know who these corporations are, they
remember the ads. The same studies show that 53% of the public do not find
these ads very convincing, but they still read them. This kind of advertising
offers business the chance to speak out .on all kinds of issues that are
important to our society and to businesi 'the, need for mass transit, wasteful
government regulations, and the biased news media. Business must show itself
to be a reponsible citizen, concerned about more than just making money.
Companies have done much for educatio*n, for our cities, and for the quality of
life. Why not let people know that we care about more than dollars? We want
people to react positively when they hear the name of our company.

I. Does this business leader support issue advertising?
2. *PIM does "high visibility" mean?
3. Why would a \company spend 'money on' issue ads when over half of the

public does not find them convincing?

Viewpoint #2

Business needs to speak out on the issues, but to whoM? The average
person on the street is not going to change his or her mind because of a a few
corporate 'ads. The company would do better to spend its money on lobbying --
putting out the message to senators, representatives, the White House, the .

regulatory agencies. These are the decision-makers, not the average newspaper
reader. Advertising o4-,opinions in newpaper ads would be a waste and might
create more negative views- ,of our company. Face-to-face contact with the
people who make the laws and policies is what we need.

13
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ACTIVITY

-
1. Does this business leader support issue advertising?
2. What is "lobbying"?
3. According to this viewpoint, what groups should business try to

influence?

Viewpoint #3

We need a wide open debate about where 'this country is igoing on energy
policy, international trade, big government, taxation, -and protection of the
environment. Business has a view that should be heard, but the television and
newspapers do not offer us opportunities to communicate. They're too 'busy
reporting scandals, murders, and music festivals. When a business issue .does
come up, the press usually portrays business in a negative way. The public gets
many one-sided reports without even knowing it. If business doesn't take a
strong stand through advertising, how will our ideas ever reach, the public? It's
time to get tough and open the debate. Let's have a marketplace of ideas. If a
TV station or a' newspaper gives a biased report, let's come back at them with
our arguments. If we buy ads we can say anything we want. ,

1. Does this business leader support issue advertising?
2. What is "a marketplace of ideas"?
3. Why is this business person critical of the news media (TV and

newspapers)?

Viewpoint #4.

Because the laws protecting the corporations view them as ipdividu.als,

corporations have certain Constitutional rights such as free speech. But who is
the corporation? the ,stockholders? the managers? the employees? Who decides
what viewpoint on controversial Issues should go into those ads? Managers do
not share the same views on all issues, and neither do stockholders nor

employees. Do we take a vote among the owners of the company (the
stockholders) to find out their views? The political process in this country
allows individuais to expreis their views. Corporations should stay out of this
process. With all of our financial resources And power" we will overwhelm the
individual's Influence. We will end up making more, enemies than friends.

-6-
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ACTIVITY

1. Does this business leader support issue advertising?
2. What are free speech rights?
3. Why does this business person have trouble with the idea of "corporate

free speech"?

Viewpoint 115

Write your views on issue advertising:

61

13
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CASE STUDY

CORPORATE FREE SPEECH:

Too-Much Business in Politics?

On three different occasions within ten years, the Massachusetts
Legislature tried to establish a graduated personal income tax in the state.
Similar to the federal income tax, the proposal would have required individuals
to pay a percentage tax on-their personal incomes. Such a.. tax is graduated so
that those people with large homes are taxed at a higher percentage and
hence pay more money in taxes. Those people with small incomes pay less tax.

To get such a tax adopted, the Legislature placed a referendum on the
ballot. \referendum is a procedure by which a proposed law is submitted to a
direct vote of the people. Each time tke income tax referendum appeared on
the Massachusetts ballot, a heated campaign developed.

Leading the fight against the proposed tax were many of Massachusetts's
leading4 corporations. They believed that such a tax would harm the business
climate of the state by making it 4fficult to attract new businesses and
corporate executives into Massachusetts. To help defeat the proposed tax,
businesses contributed to campaign advertising. One\ year when the referendum
was on the ballot, corporations outspent thogeiivoilhg the ,tax 8 to 1. Such
efforts were rewarded. Each time the referendum was offered, it was defeated
by the voters.

In 1976, the Legislature decided to improve the chance of getting the
state income tax adopted by the voters. It passed a law which prohibited
corporations from making contributions to influence voters on any issue except
one which directly affected a corporation's business.' The law went on to
declare that "no qijestion . . . concerning the taxation of income" .could be
considered to directly affect the business of a corpRiation. In short, the law
forbade corporations from spending money to help defeat any state income tax
referendum.

Several banks and business corporations ailed suit to have this new law
declared unconstitutional. They maintained that -t4 law violated corporations'
rights to free speech as guaranteed by the First Amendment of the United
States Constitution.

-8-
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CASE STUDY

The state of Massachusetts made two arguments in favor of its right to
regulate the free speech of corporaticins in this case. First, the state argued
that the law was necessary to protect the role and voice of the individual
citizen in. elections. As it stood, claimed the state, through the use of

corporate resources for campaigning and advertising, business hid too much
influence in the election process. The state also argued that without such a
restriction on corporation campaign 'spending, some stockholders were being

forced to subsidize points of view with which they personally disagreed. If
corporations were not allowed to spend money to communicate their views on
referendum issues such stockholders would be protected.

Deciding the Case

Write your point of view on this case in a short essay. What happened?
What are the issues? Would you strike down the new law as violating the free
speech of corporations or would you support the new law as a fair way of
balancing the interests of the state and corporate speech? Explain.

Discussing the Case

1. What are the important issues in this case?
2. What is your decision in this case?
3. Your teacher. has a summary of the 1978 Supreme 'Court decision in this

case. After listening-to the 'Court's decision, compare it to your own.
4. Do you think corporations should be allowed to spend money to advertise in

favor of certain candidates in an election?
5. Would the impact of corporate spending be greater in a referendum than in

.4
an election of candidates?
Would you favor a limit on how much corporations could spend in a
referendum and in a candidate election? Would you favor a limit on how
much any individual or group could spend in an election?

7. What is the purpose of spending limits in elections?
8. Should a corporation contact every stockholder and/or employee and take a

vote on spending money to spe.ak out on political issues before taking any
action?

9. What do you think the consequences will be of the Court's decision?

The Corporate Free Speech cue was written by Marshall Croddy, CRF staff.
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ACTIVITY

RESEARCH PROJECT

Part 1. Keep a record of any issues ads you see on television or that you find
in magazines or newspapers for one week. Look for ads by a company or a
business organization (The Cotton Council, Chamber of Commerce, etc.) that

are not advertising products. The ads might show business support for a

particular cause, 'a current issue, or a political candidate. Describe the ads and
record the name of the company in the chart below:

Week of
.

,

Description of ad Company or
Organization

.

Source (name of network,
newspaper, magazine)

Part 2. Conduct a survey to find out how many people saw these ads and-
what their reactions are to this type of business advertising. You might arrange
with one of your teachers to take five minutes of class time to give your
survey. You would need to have a short form for students to compitte. You
might hold up the ad or describe the TV commercial. Far .each, ad, they should
check a "Yes" (I saw that Ad) or "No" (I did not see the ad). Leave a space.
on the survey form for students to write their.reactions to the ads. You miiht
ask them to answer these questions: 1) Why do yOu think businesses do this
kind of advertising? 2) What is your rpactioneto this ad?

40. 18


